Austrian Raw Materials Strategy and Plan

Mining history vs. the future of mining

• Austrian Raw Materials Plan – looking to secure access to raw material deposits in the future
• Plan seen as good practise – implementation in federal states is lacking
Importance of REMIX to Austria

• Joined REMIX because of peer learning aspect
• Key feedback on
  • stakeholder engagement for policy development and implementation
  • Link ARMP to innovation strategies
• Visits to other mining regions to get new ideas, find synergies, etc
Good Practice: Digital mining information

- **World Mining Data**
  - Annual, global raw material production

- **Mining Information System**
  - Mining rights
  - Maps

- **Raw Material Information System**
  - Interactive geological map of Austria

- **MinGuide**
  - Database of European mining policies
  - Policy analysis
  - Innovation examples
Future of mining in Austria

• Update of the Austrian Raw Materials Strategy and Plan
  • MUL will support the Ministry of Sustainability and Tourism
  • Stakeholder selection and participation
  • Role of regional governments
  • Link to innovation strategy and role of innovation for mining in Austria
Thank you!

Questions welcome
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